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R. H. Bing has given an example of a space which fails to be a 3-manifold at
each of a Cantor set of points, but such that the cartesian product of the space and
F1 is homeomorphic to F4 [4]. This result has led to the study of other nonmanifold
factors of F4 ; a summary of results in this area may be found in Armentrout's
paper in [5].
Bing's example arises from a decomposition of F3 into points and arcs; the
defining sequence for the arcs consists of collections of double tori resembling
bones, hence the example is generally called the dogbone space. In this paper we
generalize Bing's result with the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For integers n > 1 let G be a monotone upper semicontinuous decomposition of En into points and arcs. Let A denote the set of nondegenerate elements
of G. If there is a homeomorphism h of A onto the product of a Cantor set and
[0, 1] then En¡GxE1 = En +1.

Standard notation is used with the following adaptations. We use 5(^4, e) to
denote an e neighborhood of the set A, Cl denotes closure, and equality of
topological spaces indicates only that the spaces are homeomorphic. As a convention we use C to denote the "middle thirds" Cantor set on [0, 1]. We let C=C
x [0, 1] and call any set homeomorphic to C a Cantor set of arcs.
The material in this paper was contained in a dissertation [2] written at the
University of Tennessee under the direction of Ralph J. Bean to whom the author
wishes to express his gratitude.
To prove Theorem 1 we generalize the technique used by Bing in [4]. We define
a decomposition B of Fn+1 by B={(g, w)eEnxE1
: ge G, weE1}. The identity
map is a homeomorphism of En¡GxE1 onto En+1¡B. A pseudo-isotopy / of
En+1 x [0, 1] onto Fn+1 is then constructed in such a way that/(x, 0) is the identity
map and/(x, 1) takes each element of B onto a distinct point of En +1. This establishes that En+1IB=En +1 [4], [8].
For the case n = 2, Moore's Theorem establishes that E2\G=E2 and Theorem 1
is immediate. The remainder of this paper is the proof of Theorem 1 for the case
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« = 3. Higher dimensional cases may be proved analogously, but since the geometry
remains at least partially visible for « = 3 we do the proof for that specific case.
In the following sequence of theorems we are working to reduce the problem
to a point where we can invoke the proof in [4] to draw our conclusion. We must
first define a generalized defining sequence for the nondegenerate elements of G.
Lemma 1. Suppose A is a Cantor set of arcs in E3. There is a collection of sets
{X"}™ in £3 x£1 such that each X" is the union of a collection of mutually disjoint

4-cells;fior each i, A7+1£int X¡; andD^o

X" = Ax{0}.

Proof of Lemma 1. The procedure defined below is illustrated in Figure 1. Let
« be the homeomorphism of A onto C. We may consider C to be embedded in
72 = [0, l]x [0, 1] as C'x [0, 1]. The existence of a continuous function «' of £3
into I2 which agrees with h when restricted to A is given by Tietze's Extension

Theorem.
Let TTbe the projection map of/2 onto /defined by tt(x, y)=x. If a is an arc of A,
define pa to be w(«(a)). Notice that pa e C ; we will call pa the index of a in C".
Define a map g of £3 x £1 onto £3 x E1 by

gix, w) = (x, w + tt(«'(x))).

Continuity of «' makes g a homeomorphism. Notice that if a is an arc of A, then
g(a,w)

= ia,pa + w).

The effect of g is to lift each arc of A x {w0}in the w direction by the index of that
arc in C. Each arc a of giA x {0}) will lie in £3 x {pa}. Let A' =giA x {0}). Because
each arc a' of A' lies in a 3-plane in £4 there is a homeomorphism ga of £4 onto
£4 such that ga(a')=/, the unit interval on the x-axis in £4. This follows from a
theorem of Klee [7].
We now construct the sets {X"}q. This is done in a recursive manner. We first
choose a set of numbers {8$}aeAand then use these numbers to form sets X'0 and
Xq. We use X'0 to choose the numbers {8x}aeAand continue in this manner to form

{XX,{x;'}Z,and{{8?}aeA}£.
For each a we choose Sg so that f¿" 1(5(/, 8%))<^Sigia), 1). We now describe
the inductive steps used in our construction. First we assume we have constructed
the sets {XlcYo'1, {Y¿'}'0-1 and {{8£}aeil}i,and show how to construct X[ and X".
We will make use of the homeomorphism which lifted the arcs of A x {0} onto

distinct 3-planes.

Let Tta=gäHCl Sil, 8f)). Each T¡ is a 4-cell. We will adjust these cells and then
use a finite number of them to form X[ ; X[ will then be used to form X".
Let

l? = inf{pe[-l,2]
mf = sup{/?e[-l,2]

:Vqe[p,Pa]nC',gh-HqxI)
: Vae [pa,p] n C, gh~HqxI)
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a defining sequence

lf<pa<mf.

Choose

intervals

[/».,/2] and

[/«i, m2] lying in [—1, 2]—C such that
/f < lx < l2 < Pa < mx < m2 < mf.

Define a homeomorphism fi of E3xE1 onto E3xE1 so that fi is the identity
map on F3 x [l2, mx] and/, shrinks rays in the w direction in such a way that

fJJT n (E3 x (-co, l2])) c F3 x [/,, /2]

and
/0(Ff n (F3 x [m1; oo))) e E3 x [/n», m2].

The action of/, is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Adjusting 4-cells

Let (F¡°)' =/a(Fja), then ^4'cUa'e^' int (F,a)'; for each /' we may use compactness
of A' to find a finite collection of arcs {«(./)}"=0 such that A'<^\J%0 int (F,a<,))'.
The effect of fi is to assure that if any arc of A' intersects (Txaii))'then it lies in the
interior of (Fjo0))'. We may apply homeomorphisms similar to/, to certain of the
(F,oW>)'to get a mutually disjoint collection {(Ttain)"}]'=
0 with elements which still

have the above property and so that for each/ (T^y'cT^.
For convenience of
notation we assume that {F(a(i)}^0is already a mutually disjoint collection of 4-cells
with these properties. Let/„y, denote the complete homeomorphism so that

FioW)=/,íü)ga(/)(Cl(5(/,8r))).
Let X{ = \J"L 0 Txa{'\ Each X{ is a collection of mutually disjoint 4-cells and
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A'^int Xj<=y/czint XJ.!, Let X¡'=g-H^¡)- We will choose the numbers {{8,°}^
in such a manner that Ho" ^T =^x {0}. It will then follow from the above that the
sequence {A'"} satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. Notice that it was necessary
to have the arcs of ^(' on distinct 3-planes in order to construct sets Xj with all
the desired properties.
We now define the inductive step for picking {8%}aeA
for k 2:1. We may assume
we know Xj and {8?}Afor i^k-l.
To determine 8%first choose an integer m so
that if / is divided into m consecutive subintervals {I¡}f each of length Ijm then
for each /the diameter of g~xgâ Hh) ¡s less than 1/16/c. Existence of m follows from
continuity of g and ga.
Let £¡ be a 3-plane perpendicular to / at point ijm, 1 áíg«z —1. Let C¡ be the
closure of the section of £4 between P, _ x and P, ; Cx and Cmare closed half 4-planes
respectively to the left of Px and to the right of Pm-X. These are shown in Figure 3.
Choose a positive number 8k so small that if a' is an arc of A' and

gaia) c Sil, 8$

then the following conditions are satisfied :

S(t,s&

.,

,

k_y-I
5(C„ l/2wa)

Figure 3. Position of arcs

1. One endpoint of gaia') lies in Cx, the other lies in Cm.

2. If/?! and p2 are points of ga(a') and /?, </?2 in the natural order on gjß'), let
iPi,P2\ denote the corresponding interval on gaia). Choose 8%so that ifpx andp2

belong to C, then \px,p2\^SiCu 112m).
3. The diameter of g'^äHSil, 8g) n C) is less than 1/8/cfor each /, l^l^m.
4. The set gäHS(I, S£))is a subset of S(g(a), I Ik).
5. The arc gia) will be contained in some component Tk(i°xof X'k_x. Let rj be so
small that if £ is an ^ subset of Tfl^ then gatj0fäujß) has diameter less than l/3w.
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Choose 8£ so small that if D is a 28%subset of S(I, Sg) then the diameter of ga 1(D)
is less than in.
6. 8%<8ak_x.

The existence of a 8%which will satisfy conditions 1 and 2 follows from the
hypothesis that A is a Cantor set of arcs. The existence of a 8%satisfying conditions 3, 4, and 5 is assured by the continuity of g, ga, and ga(Jo) and the fact that
m was chosen so that g~1gä1(Ii) has diameter less than 1/16& for each /, 1 ^/^m.
Condition 2 may be be interpreted to say that no arc of ga(A') contained in
S(I, 8k) can double back more than halfway through Ct_x after it has intersected
C¡ (in the natural order on the image of the arc from the end lying in Cx to the end
lying in Cm). Consider the arcs shown in Figure 3, the choice of 8%does allow arcs
like ga(ai) to lie in S (I, 8%); it does not allow arcs like ga(a2) and ga(a3) to lie in

S(I, 8%).Condition 4 will assure that n"=o X¿= A'.
The restrictions on the choice of 8k are, of course, not all necessary to satisfy
Lemma 1 ; however, these conditions are used later when we define a shrinking
homeomorphism.
Let XX= X" C\ (E3 x {0}). For each i,
Ax{0} c int Xi+1 <= Xi + 1 <=int Xt

with interior taken in the F3 sense, and (~)o XX= A x{0}. Each Xx is contained in
E3 x {0}; to simplify notation in the remainder of this paper we will regard each Xx
as a subset of F3 without regard to its embedding in F4. Thus we now have
A = Oô Xx. The sequence {A'j}" is a 3-dimensional defining sequence for A.
This sequence, {Xx}o, will now be used in much the same way that Bing used the
defining sequence of cells with handles for the nondegenerate elements of the
dogbone space in [4]. Due to the generality of the construction of {Xx}o, 4-cells
must be obtained by a more general method than the one Bing used and the shrinking

must be done differently.
We call F a pseudo-component
= F"n(£3x{0}).

of X( if for some component

T" of X", Fx{0}

Theorem 2. For each nonnegative integer i, each interval [a, b], each pseudocomponent T of Xx, and each positive number e there is an integer n¡ > i and a set Kx,
the union of mutually disjoint 4-cells, such that (Tn Xn)x [a, b]<=int Kx^Kx<^T
x [a —e, b + e].

Proof of Theorem 2. Let A* = T C\ A. Define a homeomorphism
/: E3xE1^E3xE1

by/(x, w)= (x, w+ a). For each; ^i let Y"j=fi(X'¡n T"). Then A*x{a} = f\^i

Y"¡.

(Yj is just F" n X"j translated a units in the w direction.) It follows that there is
an integer n>i such that í^'.^int

(Tx [a —e, b + e]). See Figure 4.
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b+ ê

iTnXn)x[a-e,b

+ e]

Figure 4. 4-cells containing arcs

Since 7^nit
such that (£n

F^-ii it follows that (£n
Xn)x[a,

a+8]cint

Xn)x{a}cint

Yñ-i', so there is a 8>0

Y"n_x.
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by

gab(x, w) = (x, (w- a)(b -a)¡8 + a),

w e [a, a + 8]

= (x, b + e-((b + e-w)l(b + e-a-8))e),
= (x, w),

we [a+8, b + e]

w e E1 - [a, b + e] ;

gab linearly expands the interval [a, a + 8] on the w axis into the interval [a, b]
while shrinking

[a + 8, b + e] into [b, b + e] as shown in Figure 5. Let Kl=gab(Y'x[_x)-

Since gab is a homeomorphism,

K¡ is the union of a collection of mutually disjoint

4-cells.
Because (T r\ Xn)x[a, a+8]cjnt

Y^-i, it follows that

(F n Xn) x [a, b] c int gab( Y"n.,) = int Kt;

and because
Y:_x c int(Tx[a-e,b

+ e]),

b+ e

b

a+8
(Tr\Xn)x[a,a

a
a—e

gai

i
K,=gab(Y'^x)

b+ e

b

(TnXn)x(a,b]
a
a—e

Figure 5. Expanding 4-cells
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we have
£ = goÁK-u

c intgabiTx[a-e,b

+ e]) = Ínt(Tx[a-e,

b+e]).

Therefore £¡ satisfies the required conditions. We take « to be the number «¡ in
the statement of the theorem.
Corollary
1. Let m and k be positive integers and let T be a pseudo-component
of Xk. There is a sequence K1, K2,..., Km^2, with each K¡ the union of mutually
disjoint 4-cel/s, and a sequence of positive integers nx, «2,..., «m_2 such that

£x[0, 2m —3] => Kx =>int Kx =>(£n

Xni)x [1, 2/«-4]

= £2 = int £2 => (£ n *„a) x [2, 2/77-5]
3 £m_2 ^ int£m_2

= (£n

a £3 => • • ■

Ynm2)x[w-2,m-l].

Proof of Corollary 1. The proof follows immediately from a series of applications
of Theorem 2 with varying choices of a and b; e= 1 in each application.
The following theorem is almost like Theorem 2 of [4]. It may be used to prove
Theorem 1 just as Bing uses his Theorem 2 in the proof of Theorem 4 of [4].
Theorem 3. For each nonnegatve integer k and each e>0, if T* is a pseudocomponent of Xk, there is an integer n>k anda uniformly continuous homeomorphism

f of £4 onto E* such that:
(a) / is isotopic to the identity map,
(b) fis the identity map on £4-(£* x E1),
(c) / moves no point more than e in the w direction, and
(d) if T' is a pseudo-component of T* r\ Xn, the diameter of'/(£'
than efor each w e E1.

x {w}) is less

Choose an integer q^k so that l/a<e. A sequence of arcs {a(/')}3 was used to
form Xq n £* by the method given in the proof of Lemma 1. We now must define
chambers similar to those used in [4]. Let m¡ be the integer chosen in defining 8¡}(,)

in Lemma 1 and for each /, 1 á/ám3, let

Cjjj= C, n Cl Sil, 8"¿»),
Ql = fiaU)gaU)(Cj)>

C"n=g-HC'n),
C;!x{0} = c;,n(£3x{0}).
Notice that C',i<=-X'v
C'^Xl,

C^X,,;

so by condition 3 on the choice of 8¡}(,),

and the observation that

fa%g¿h(S(I,8f)) c g-J^Sil, 8?«)),
the diameter of each Cn is less than e/8. To complete the proof of Theorem 3 we
must prove two lemmas.
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Lemma 2. Let Tbe a component of X'a; say T=Tlfm. Let m be the integer used in
defining 8°<0)in Lemma 1. Let {K,}™'2 and {n,}™'2 be sequences obtained by applying
Corollary 1 to the pseudo-component g_1(F) n (F3x{0}). There is a sequence of
homeomorphisms of F4 onto F4, {/}i~2, each isotopic to the identity map, such

that for each i:
(a) The function / is the identity on Ei —(Xñ¡-i n T) and on Ur=¡ + 2 Có¡.

(b) FAesetfi(Xn, n F) is a swfoc??
o/Uim=i+iCo,.
Proof of Lemma 2. We define/ to be the identity map on Ei —(X'n._x n F).
Let FBf_ i be a component of X'n._» n F formed by using an arc a of A; let a' =g(a).
By condition 2 on the choice of 8"(0)we may find a point // of

gam(a') n (C0*a+1)-5(C0*, l/3m)-5(C0*(i+2), 1/3«))
such that the component of ga(.0)(a —{p}) with endpoint in Coi lies entirely in
\J\t\ C0¡. Since 8\].^xS8g + x, the choice of S£+1 implies that there is a round disk
D perpendicular to / at ga(fâ'~1)~\fS<o)gâà-i{p) separating Cl 5(/, 8%._1) such that

To see this first observe that D is a 2S£._x subset of S(I, 8S,_i) so by condition 5
£>'

*.(/:•-T'í/ítoli'r.ío,»

W

gAf¡/>)-Hflm)g-¿m(p')

<?0(yV)-'(c;tl)

\

5(/, «;,-i) = ?.(/:■-1)-'(7,5,-i)

í«<o,(/í<o,)-1(7-;1.1)

*.co,(/í«»)-'(<•')

se/,«:«„,)
Figure 6. Position of disks
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on the choice of Sni-X the diameter of gâHD) is less than the number r¡ mentioned
in that condition. Because the action of/?'"1 is to shrink gâHD) it will follow that
the diameter of gam(fiim)'1fâ'''igâHP>)
is less than 1/3/«. The point p of gam
(f2w))~1fi£'~1gäHD) is more than 1/3/w units away from £4 —Qf(j+1) so this choice
of D will satisfy the above condition.
Now choose a point/?' and a disk D' very near/? and D respectively, having the
same properties that/? and D have. Figure 6 illustrates the positition of these points
and disks. Each component of X'n. which intersects T%._x lies in the interior of
Tnt-X, so there is a 8' <8%._x such that the image of each component of Xn¡ under

gaC/î'-1)"1 lies in Sil, 8'). Cl SU, S*t_x)-Sil, S') will form a collar, as illustrated
in Figure 7. There is a homeomorphism//

which will expand the collar to fill the

area to the left of the disk D while shrinking all of Sil, 8') to the left of D into the
area between D and D'. See Figure 7.
Sil,&l-X)

Sil, S')

K, f

D

D'

the collar (shaded)

ft
i
fiiSil, 8'))

/,(£) (shaded)
Figure 7. Shrinking inside a 4-cell
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The homeomorphism/'

is isotopic to the identity map and is equal to the identity

to the right of D' and outside S(I, S^J.

Let

fi=fian<-1ga-1fi'ga(fia">-1y1

on T£t_x', define/ similarly on each component of Fn X^-x and let/ be the identity on Ei —(Tn Xñi-x)- Because/ will be the identity map on the boundary of
each component of A^,-»., it follows that/ is a homeomorphism isotopic to the

identity map.
Suppose x is a point of X'ni n T; x will belong to some component T£t_».of ATB,_x.

The point/(x) will lie in the section to the right of the disk fi"'~1g~1(D) in T^-xBy the choice of the positions of D and £>',/ will be the identity on Uí"=í+2 Co,

and ga(f^-1y1fi(x) will lie in Uim=i+iCfi. It follows that/(x) e (J^i+1 C0l.This
concludes the proof of Lemma 2.
Lemma 3. Let Tbe a pseudo-component of X„; T=T" n F3x{0}, where T" is a
component of X^. Let {C,}f be the chambers ofTand{n,}f~2
be integers determined
by the corollary to Theorem 2. There is a homeomorphism fi isotopic to the identity,

ofE* onto F4 such that:
(1) fis the identity map on
(a)

F4-(Fx

[0,2/n-3]),

and on

(C3+ Ci+--+Cm)x([0,l]+[2m-4,2m-3]),
(°)

(C4+ C5+---+Cm)x([1,2]+[2/n-5,2w-4]),

and so on through
Cmx[m-3,m];

and

(2) f((T r, (Cx+ C2))x([0, l]+[2m-4,2m-3]))^(Cx

+ C2)x[0,2m-3],

fi((X1x¡nTn(C1

+ C2 + C3))x([l,2]

+ (2m-5,2m-4]))
^(C2 + C3)x[0,2m-3],

fi((Xn2nTn(C1

+ C2+ C3+ Ci))x([2,3] + [2m-6,2m-5]))
c(C3 + C4)x[0,

2m-3],

and so on through

f((Xnm_2 nT)n

(Cx + C2+ ■■■+Cm))x[m-2,

m-l]

-=(CB.1 + Cm)x[0,2«-3].
Interpretation of Lemma 3. See Figure 8. A similar figure appears in [4]. The
diagram is misleading in that we have no idea of the exact structure of each C¡,
this is determined by the homeomorphisms g, ga(0),and/,a(0); but the diagram should
suffice as a schematic. The columns represent the chambers, {C¡}™,into which
Xk has been divided. The y axis of the diagram represents the w coordinate of
points of F3 x E1. For example, the point x in the diagram lies in C2 x [2, 3].
The region R is bounded on the left by the vertical line from 0 to 2m —3 and by
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m —3

Cx

Figure 8. Sectioning Tx [0, 2m-3]

the heavy broken line to the right of this line. The shaded region is contained in £;
/does not move any points outside of the region represented by £. This is implied
in condition 1 of the statement of the lemma.
If x lies in £ n ((I%_2 n £)x [0, 2m-3]) consider the horizontal line through
x and the shaded rectangles which intersect this line. The first coordinate of
fix) e E3xE1 belongs to a C¡ corresponding to one of the shaded rectangles.
For the x shown, /(x) would belong to (C3 + C4)x [0, 2m-3]. The diagram
does not show anything about where the w coordinate of fix) will lie; but if x
belongs to £, the w coordinate of/(x) will lie inside £ and therefore in the interval
[0, 2m —3]. Roughly speaking, /moves certain points to the right but it does not
move any point vertically by more than 2m-3 units.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let T'=giT"). Use {f)x'2 as defined in Lemma 2 on each
component of £' n X'nf, each function is the identity map on £4-(£'
n X'n).
Let gi=gi,2m-3-i with ga.b as defined in the proof of Theorem 2.

Let hi=gig-figgrl
for each integer lá/^m-2.
Let fi=hxh2- ■-«m_2. Each/
is a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity so each ht is also, and it follows that
/is a homeomorphism isotopic to the identity.
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The verification that/satisfies
the conditions in the statement of the lemma is
quite laborious. A detailed proof is included in the author's dissertation [2].
We now give only a short indication of how this is done.
To check condition 1 notice that each h¡ is the identity on Ei —Kx and thus on
£4 —(£x [0, 2«;-3]). Each «¡ is the identity on

(£4-£)u
We may conclude from this that/is

((U2 C,)x[0,2/«-3]).
the identity on

(C3 + C4+---+Cm)x([0,

l]+[2m-4,2m-3]),

and use it to check the other parts of condition 1(b).
To check condition 2 notice that

iiTnXnt)niCx

+ C2+---+Ci+2))
x([/, i+l]+[2m-4-i,

2m-3-í])

c Cl(£4-£+2)

so/=«!«2- • «¡+1 on this set; by definition of the functions {«J the image of this
set under/will
be contained in (Ci + 1 + Ci +2)x [0, 2/77—3].
Lemma 3 may be used to prove Theorem 3 in the same manner that Lemma 1
of [4] was used to prove Theorem 2 of that paper. The function/of
Lemma 3 is
extended to satisfy Theorem 3. Theorem 3 may then be used to prove Theorem 1
for the case « = 3 in the same manner that Bing used Theorem 2 of [4] to prove
that the dogbone space is a factor of £4.
For « > 3 the same proof applies if we replace E3 by En, E1 by En + 1, and 4-cells
by //+ 1 cells in the appropriate places.
The following corollaries to Theorem 1 follow because in each case the set of
nondegenerate elements of the decomposition is a Cantor set of arcs.
Corollary
[6]/«e«£3/Gx£1

2. If G is the "unused example"

decomposition defined by Bing in

= £4.

Corollary
3. If G is the toroidal decomposition described by Armentrout and
Bing in [1] then £3/Gx£1=£4.
Corollary

4. //G

thenE3IGxE1

= E\

is the decomposition described by Bing on pp. 14-17 of [6]

The methods used to prove Theorem 1 may be applied to prove the following
theorems. In each case G is a monotone decomposition of £" into points and a
Cantor set of arcs.
Theorem 4. The cartesian product of the one point compactification
with E1 is homeomorphic to Snx E1.

of EnjG

Theorem 5. EnjGxS1 = EnxS\
Theorem 6. The cartesian product of the one point compactification
with S1 is homeomorphic to Sn x S1.
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